My Writing in Year 5

All my writing is joined using the cursive style. I use the correct size and spacing of my
words to ensure my writing is neat and on the lines.
Capital Letter to start a sentence and for proper nouns
At the end of a sentence
. ! ? and …
Within a sentence
, for a list
, for clauses
“nnn” full speech punctuation
M’ for contraction and possession (including plural)
(nnn) or -nnn- for parenthesis
: to start a list

Conjunctions

Sentence Openers

Grammar

Punctuation

Handwriting

In Year 5 we learn to think a sentence, write and read it back to check it
makes sense. We learn to check and edit our own, or a partner’s work.

 I understand the different verb tenses,
including past, present and future
 I understand relative and possessive pronouns
 I understand comparative and superlative
adjectives

I know these word classes:

Adverbs
Carefully, I opened the fizzy drink.
Adverbial Phrases
Beyond the distant hills, I could see an eagle circling in the sky.
Time words or phrases
After a while, the strange noise began to get louder.
Conjunctions
Even though it was raining, I did not take my umbrella.
…ing Openers
Sighing, I opened my spelling book.
Double/triple …ing Openers
Twisting and squirming, I tried to escape the grasp of the brambles.
…ed Openers
Frightened by the loud noise, I hid underneath the bed.
Double/triple …ed Openers
Shocked, confused and bewildered, I opened my eyes to explore the
strange new landscape in front of me.
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provided that
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